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Volunteers in NHS hospitals: developing the 
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Volunteering is an opportunity to reaffirm the NHS as 
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Residents as volunteers: final evaluation report 

National Council for Voluntary Organisations  

2018 (for summary report please see here) 

 

Hospice volunteers: bridging the gap to the 
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JANG Heejung, et al  
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Evidence-based volunteer management: a review of 

the literature 

EINOLF Christopher  
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Can volunteering help create better health and care? 

Commissioned by the HelpForce fund 

BOYLE David, CRILLY Tessa, MALBY Becky  
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care? : the performance of a volunteer-led pilot on 
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Journal of Health Services Research & Policy 2018; 23 
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Can trained volunteers improve the mealtime care of 

older hospital patients? : an implementation study in 
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Helen C.. Sayer, Avan A. P.. Orlando, Rosanna. 

Cooper, Cyrus. Lin, Sharon X. 

BMJ Open 2018; 8 (8) 

 

‘You're not really a visitor, you're just a friend’ : how 

older volunteers navigate home visiting. 

Lilburn, Lucy R.. Breheny, Mary. Pond, Rachael 
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Volunteer peer support and befriending for carers of 

people living with dementia : an exploration of 

volunteers' experiences. 
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The value of international volunteers experience to the 
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Working with volunteers in social care for older people 

(University of Bristol, School of Policy Studies blog, 
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Using volunteers to fill workforce gaps is a risky 

strategy (HSJ, Jan. 2019) 

 

Volunteers help ‘reduce pressure’ on NHS frontline, 

but clarity needed over role boundaries (National 

Health Executive, Dec. 2018) 

 

'The NHS would collapse without them': the growing 

role of volunteers (Guardian, July 2018) 

 

Royal Voluntary Service aims to double NHS 

volunteers (National Health Executive, May 2018) 
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